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IN THE CLAIMS
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

^"f- -i^^^^^^^it^^nended)_An image capturing system comprising:
a visual s^or providing image data corresponding to sensed

images, visual sensor selectively directed toward a
f^rst wriVn<^ surface pee^^^^^to sense a first image
and toward^ second area spaced apart from ^h.
writing surf^o pes4fe^ea-to sense a second image; and

an image processoA coupled to the
. visual sensor to redteive

the image daU from the visual sensor, the image
processor capa^e of processing the image data as a
function of direction of the visual sensor toward the
^'''^^ ^^itinq I surface __peeition -or the second
areapooitioft . 1

2. (Currently Amended) ThJ image capturing system of claim 1 and
further comprising I

a storage device for sloring a first processing value and a
second processing I value, wherein the image processor
processes the iliage data of the first writing
surfaccpooition u^ng the first processing value, and
wherein the image forocessor processes the image data of
the second areaplsi^ieft using the second processing
value . I

3. iOriqinal)_The image cipturing system of claim 2 wherein the
visual sensor includes a/ zoom lens, and wherein the first
processing value relates tl a first setting of the zoom lens and
the second processing valje relates to a second setting of the
zoom lens. I

4. (Oriqinal) The image lapturing system of claim 2 wherein the
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first processii?

distortion of thl

relates to an

image

-

value relates to an optical correction for
first image and the second processing value
Leal correction for distortion of the second

5. (Qtiqlnal) The iLge capturing system of claim 1 wherein thevxsual sensor compris^ a sensing device having a plurality ofsensing elements. »

6- (Orlqinal
. t .The imagi capturing system of claim 5 wherein the Isensing device comprises ^linear array of sensing elements.

^

7- (Currently Amended) AiA image capturing system con^>rising.
a visual sensor adaptid to. provide image data corresponding

to sensed visual Wes of a writing surface or a second
area spaced apart Irom the writing surfAra . and

an image processor coupled to the visual sensor to receive
the image data fl,m the visual sensor, the image
processor capable ofXidentifying information provided on
the writing surface alart from the writing surface.

(Currently AmendeA The image capturing system of claim 7 and I

further coirprising a stooge device for storing a reference visual
'

^"^^^ °f the writing 3ur%|e^r t he second .r.. . ^nd wherein the I

image processor is coupleV*^ the storage device to access the
'

reference visual image to Vdentify information provided on the
writing surface or the seconcAarea ,

9. .(Currently\mended

)

7^^^ wherein the visua
scan the writing

The image capturing system of claim 7
sensor conprises a sensing device adapted to
face or the second area

.

10. (Original:
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coyxsxng a storage dfevice for storing a processing value relatedto correctxon of the vLual image for optical distortion, whereinthe image processor is ^upled to the storage device to access anduse the processing value\uring image processing.
^

11. (Original^The imageLpturing system of clai^ 7 wherein the

:Zgin~ - —^ - - ^-irmg

12. (Oriainali^The image c4>turing system of claim 11 wherein theimage processor controls tL visual sensor to obtain a secondvisual xmage of at least th| area, if reimaging is . required, andWherein the processor is aJapted to combine the first-mentioned
visual image with the second |risual image.

13, (Currently Amended) An
a visual sensor provid

ge capturing system comprising:

g image data corresponding to sensed
Images from a wrliincr surface or a second area spaced
agart from the l/ritinq surface . the visual sensor
comprising a setl of adjacent sensing elements being
exposed collecti|ely to successive portions of the
image; I

a storage device for Itoring sensing element control values^
and n

a controller coupled! to the storage device and the visual
sensor, the controller controlling a time duration of
exposure of the! sensing elements to the portion of image
as a function exposure to successive portions.

14. (Original )_The imagjb capturing system of claim 13 wherein a I

sensing element control jalue is provided for each sensing element
for each successive portion of the image.
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15. (Currently Amendj^) The image capturing system of claim 13
and further Comprising : an image processor coupled to
the visual seasor to receive the image data from the
visual sensoA the image processor capable of
identifying infermation provided on the writing surface
or the second ale^ apart from the writing surface or the
second area, re^ectively.

16. (Currently Amended) T|e image capturing system of claim 15
and further comprising a forage device for storing a reference
visual image of the writAiq surface or the second area , and
wherein the image processorl is coupled to the storage device to
access the reference visual Image to identify information provided
on the writing surface or thJ second area .

17. (Original) The image cadjturing system of claim 15 and further
comprising a storage device m>r storing a processing value related
to correction of the visual Image for optical distortion, wherein
the image processor is couplel to the storage device to access and
use the processing value durii g image processing.

18. (Currently Amended) In combination with a defined writing
surface provided in a fixed location in a room and a second
area spaced apart frofi the writing surface / an image

in the room at a second location

and

capturing system dispose?

remote from the writing Isurface and the second area
selectively directable tol sense successive visual images of
at least one of the writirib surface and the second area from
a single location and adapted to identify Information
provided on the at least of the writing 3urface_and the
second area-

19- (Currently Amended) The combination of claim 18 wherein the
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image capturing system ^eluding an image processor to identify
infomation on the at l^st one of the writinrr surface and a
second ar6a_as a function V a reference visual image of the at
least one of the writlno surggce and the second area .

[20. (Origi\]j The combination of claim 18 wherein the image I

lapturing sys?^m includes a visual sensor disposed above the
writing surface.

21. jOriginal) _The\ combination of claim 20 wherein the visual
sensor is mounted to k ceiling of the room.

(Currently Amended! The conibination of claim 18 wherein the
image capturing system Vncludes a visual sensor disposed at the
single location_within tie room to sense images of the at least
one of the writing surfac^ and thea second area spaced apart from,
the writing surface.

23. (Original)' The combir|

sensor is mounted to a wall

24
. (Original) The combin

sensor is disposed above the

sensor is mounted to a ceili

tion of claim 22 wherein the visual
of the room.

tion of claim 23 wherein the visual
writing surface.

25. joriginal) The combination of claim 24 wherein the visual
g of the room,

-(Currently Amended) ..Thi combination of claim 18 wherein the
image capturing system incljides a visual sensor adapted to scan
the at least one of the writing surface or the second area .

(Currently Amended] t method of obtaining information
provided on at least one ofl a writing surface and a second area
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spacQd apart from th^ xltinq surface in a room, the method

rturing system at a second location in
com the writing surface, and the second

including;

locating an image ca1

the room remote

area ;

sensing a visual image lof the at least one of i-hc -^^
^"""^^^^ and the selond area w1^h the image capturing
system; and *

identifying information provided on the at least one af
writing surface and) the second area w-if-h -i^^^^

capturing system.

(^^rrently Amended) The| method of claim 27 wherein
Identifying information includis^^identifying information as a
function of a reference visual|&firge of the at least one of r h.
writing surface and the second ;Jr-g.;^

^ "

s^^9. (Qriqinali ..The method of /:laim 27 wherein sensing a visual
^v/? Iimage includes compensating foy^distortion of the visual image.

30. (Currently Amended) The /method of claim 27 wherein sensing
includes sensing a pluralityYof visual images of each of the at
least one of the writing 'sur^ce and the, seconri ^r-o^

;

(Currently Amended) /The method of claim 30 wherein
identifying includes identifying information as a function of a
Plurality of visual image^ from each of the least one of ^ho
writing surface and the 5e|ond ar^^a

.

(Currently Amended )| The method of claim 31 wherein
Identifying includes idoTi^fyin c, InL^ludcj comparing a first visual
image to a second visual image.
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^The method of claim 31 wherein sensing a
33- (Currently Amenc

visual image included initiatinaiinitntino sensing of a visual
image with a switch moAfole relative to the second location.

(Currently Amended )\The method of claim 31 wherein the image
capturing system is sele&ively directable to obtain the^ visual
image of each of ^the at least one of the writing surface and e
vioual image of tho^ seco&d area, the method further comprising
directing the image capturl system toward the writing surface or
the second area, and wherJin sensing includes sensing a visual
image of the writing surface or the second area.

35 . {Original) The method

includes operating a switch

toward the writing surface o

of claim 34 wherein positioning
j

to direct the image capture system
the second area.

36. (Currently Amended) Th| method of claim 34 wherein sensing
comprises providing image dita corresponding to the visual image
of the at least one of thef writing surface and the second area ^

and wherein the method Ifurther comprises storing a first
processing value and a second processing value, and processing the
image data using the fi|st processing value and the second
processing value as a function of direction of the image capture
system toward

respectively

-

the writing surface or the second area.

37. (Currently Amended)// The method of claim 31 wherein sensino
comprises scanning the ajt least one of the writing surface and the
second area

.

38. (Currently Amend*

identifying informatior

one of the writing

The method of claim 31 wherein

includes detecting an area of the at least

surface and the second area requiring
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ig^rrentlX Amended L_ThQ method of claim 38 and further
comprising:

reimaging atXl^ast the area of the at least one of the
writing sWace and the second area to obtain a second
visual imagle; and

coiriDining the f^st-mentioned visual image with the second
visual

image-
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